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SUMMARY
Independent component analysis (ICA) has become an important tool for analyzing data from functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies. ICA has been successfully applied to single-subject fMRI data. The extension of ICA to group inferences in neuroimaging studies, however, is challenging due to the unavailability of a pre-specified group design matrix and the uncertainty in between-subjects variability in fMRI data. We present a general probabilistic ICA (PICA) model that can accommodate varying group structures of multi-subject spatio-temporal processes. An advantage of the proposed model is that it can flexibly model various types of group structures in different underlying neural source signals and under different experimental conditions in fMRI studies. A maximum likelihood method is used for estimating this general group ICA model. We propose two EM algorithms to obtain the ML estimates. The first method is an exact EM algorithm which provides an exact E-step and an explicit noniterative M-step. The second method is a variational approximation EM algorithm which is computationally more efficient than the exact EM. In simulation studies, we first compare the performance of the proposed general group PICA model and the existing probabilistic group ICA approach. We then compare the two proposed EM algorithms and show the variational approximation EM achieves comparable accuracy to the exact EM with significantly less computation time. An fMRI data example is used to illustrate application of the proposed methods.
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1. Introduction
Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) is a powerful non-invasive tool for studying behavior-, clinical- and cognitive-related neural activity. Observed fMRI data represent the combination of spatio-temporal processes from various underlying neural signals such as signals that are generated in response to experimental stimuli and signals that regulate physiological functions (e.g. breathing and heart beating). A major goal in the fMRI analysis is to distinguish and characterize the spatial distribution and temporal dynamics of the source signals. Independent component analysis (ICA) is a computational technique that has
been widely applied in fMRI studies for achieving this goal. As a special case of blind source separation, ICA is a computational method for separating observed data into additive components which are statistically as independent as possible. In fMRI analysis, ICA is applied to characterize the spatio-temporal processes of various brain source signals by decomposing observed fMRI data as the outer product of spatial maps and associated time courses where statistical independence is often assumed for the spatial maps of different signals. Compared to conventional analysis tools such as general linear model (GLM), a key advantage of ICA is that it is a data-driven approach and does not rely on a priori model of brain activity. Therefore, ICA is a very useful exploratory tool for analyzing cognitive paradigms or source signals for which prior knowledge of the expected brain temporal response is not available.

ICA has been successfully applied to single-subject fMRI analysis (McKeown et al., 1998; Beckmann and Smith, 2004). The extension of ICA to group inferences is not straightforward because ICA does not have a pre-specified design matrix (Calhoun et al., 2003). Several methods have been proposed to perform group ICA analysis on multi-subject fMRI data (Calhoun et al., 2001; Beckmann and Smith, 2005; Svensén et al., 2002; Schmithorst and Holland, 2002). In specific, the GIFT (Calhoun et al., 2001) and tensor PICA (Beckmann and Smith, 2005) are the most frequently used. These two approaches decompose observed fMRI data based on a specific group structure of multi-subject spatio-temporal processes (Guo and Pagnoni, 2008). Recently, Guo and Pagnoni (2008) has proposed a unified framework for group ICA which can accommodate various types of group structures and include the GIFT and tensor PICA models as special cases.

A major limitation of existing group ICA models is that the same group structure is assumed for all independent components. Previous studies have shown that ICA components extracted from fMRI data represent a wide variety of source signals that include task-related, transiently task-related, physiology-related, artifact-related, etc (Calhoun et al., 2003). Since the source signals have quite different biological and neural properties, they often demonstrate distinctive types of between-subjects variability. Therefore, it is important to assume a suitable group structure for each independent component (IC) based on the characteristics of the underlying source signal. Another limitation of the existing group ICA models is that they assume the same group structure under all experimental conditions during the scanning session. In typical task-related fMRI studies, the experimental paradigm often consists of different types of tasks or stimuli. The between-subjects variability of source signals may change across different tasks. Given the aforementioned reasons, a more flexible group ICA modeling framework is needed to allow signal- and/or task-specific group structures in multi-subject ICA decomposition.

The estimation of group ICA models is a challenging task since both the time courses and the spatial maps need to be estimated from the observed data. For most of the current group ICA methods, the estimation and inference procedures are tailored specifically for an assumed group structure. In Guo and Pagnoni (2008), we proposed a general maximum likelihood estimation method via an EM algorithm that can be used to estimate different types of group ICA models. Though the proposed EM provided a versatile tool for estimating group structures, the algorithm had a couple of issues that limit its applicability in practice: it relied on a second-order Taylor expansion to approximate the conditional expectation of the log-likelihood in the E-step, resulting in a complex form of the expectation function; and its M-step required using numerical methods such as the Newton-Raphson algorithm; therefore was computationally inefficient and could cause numerical problems.
In this paper, we propose a general probabilistic ICA model that can flexibly model various types of signal- and task-specific group structures in fMRI data. The proposed general model can extract common group temporal dynamics across subjects in a task-related source signal where subjects’ responses were registered to the same task time series; or estimate subject-specific temporal dynamics in physiology-related signals or in resting-state fMRI studies. In multi-group studies, the proposed model allows us to evaluate differences between subject groups in relevant source signals.

A maximum likelihood estimation approach is proposed for the general group probabilistic ICA model. We propose two EM algorithms to obtain the maximum likelihood estimates. First, we propose an exact EM method which provides exact evaluation of the conditional expectation of the log-likelihood in the E-step and provides explicit noniterative solutions for parameter updates in the M-step. We then propose a variational approximation EM to provide fast computation for group ICA models with large number of ICs. The variational EM uses an optimal factorized approximation distribution for evaluating the conditional probabilities in the E-step and provides explicit forms for M-step. Through our simulation studies, we show that the two EM algorithms provide highly accurate estimation of fMRI source signals. Compared to the exact EM, the variational EM significantly reduces computation time while providing comparable results.

2. Methods

2.1 A general group probabilistic ICA model

We propose a general model for group ICA of multi-subject fMRI data that can flexibly model different kinds of between-subjects variability. To set notation, let $i = 1, \ldots, N$ index subjects, $t = 1, \ldots, T$ index time points, $v = 1, \ldots, V$ index voxels. Let $y_{iv}$ be a $T \times 1$ data vector representing the observed fMRI data from subject $i$ at voxel $v$ and $y_i = [y_{i1}, \ldots, y_{iV}]$ is the $NT \times 1$ group data vector concatenated across subjects. The group ICA model is defined as,

$$y_i = Ms_i + e_i,$$

where $s_i$ is the $q \times 1$ vector containing $q$ statistically independent non-Gaussian spatial source signals at voxel $v$, $M$ is the $TN \times q$ group mixing matrix that mixes the independent $q$ spatial source signals to generate the observed multi-subject fMRI images, $e_i$ is the $TN \times 1$ vector representing the $N$ subjects’ noise at voxel $v$ and $e_i \sim MVN(0, I_N \otimes \Sigma_v)$ where $\Sigma_v$ is $T \times T$ error covariance matrix for the $v$th voxel. The noise term is assumed to be independent across voxels because the spatial correlation across voxels is modelled by the spatial source signals (Hyvärinen et al., 2001; Beckmann and Smith, 2004). Since preliminary analysis such as pre-whitening (Bullmore et al., 1996) can be performed to remove the temporal correlations in the noise term and standardize the variability across voxels, the isotropic covariance is often assumed for the noise (Beckmann and Smith, 2004), i.e. $\Sigma_v = \sigma^2 I_T$.

The proposed ICA model in (1) is referred to as the noisy or probabilistic ICA (Hyvärinen et al., 2001) since it includes the Gaussian noise term to account for the background noise that is not accounted by the source signals. In comparison, the classical noise-free ICA model assumes that the observed data can be fully characterized by the source signals. The noise-free ICA is known to be susceptible to over-fitting problem and also preclude formal statistical tests of significance for the source estimates (Beckmann and Smith, 2004).
2.2 Modeling different types of group structures

Previous studies have shown that the spatial distributions of source signals are more consistent across subjects than the associated temporal responses. Therefore, the proposed group ICA model (1) assumes group spatial distributed patterns across subjects and models the between-subjects variability in the temporal dynamics through the group mixing matrix $M$. By parameterizing $M$, the proposed group ICA model can be used to model various kinds of between-subjects variability in temporal responses in multi-subject fMRI data. In previous group ICA methods (Calhoun et al., 2001; Beckmann and Smith, 2005; Guo and Pagnoni, 2008), the same type of between-subjects variability is assumed for all ICs. This assumption is often restrictive considering the wide variety of source signals in fMRI data. For example, the temporal dynamics of task-related signals tend to be highly consistent across subjects. Other types of signals, such as those representing physiological fluctuations and spontaneous mental activity are more heterogeneous among subjects. In this paper, we propose signal-specific group structures to accommodate source signals with different types of between-subject variability. Define $M = [m_1, \ldots, m_q]$ where $m_\ell (\ell = 1, \ldots, q)$ is the $\ell$th column of $M$ representing the group mixing coefficients for the $\ell$th source signal. We propose to parameterize $m_\ell$ according to the characteristic of the associated source signal.

We consider the following signal-specific group structures,

a. single-group structure

$$m_\ell = c_\ell \otimes a_\ell,$$  

(2)

where $a_\ell$ is a $T \times 1$ vector representing the group temporal response for the $\ell$th IC and $c_\ell$ is a $N \times 1$ vector representing subject-specific loadings on the group temporal response. The single-group structure assumes all subjects’ temporal responses of the $\ell$th signal are proportional to the group temporal response scaled by subject-specific loading parameters. This structure is applicable for task-related signals that demonstrate similar temporal response patterns across subjects.

b. multi-group structure

$$m_\ell = \begin{pmatrix} c_\ell^{(1)} \otimes a_\ell^{(1)} \\ \vdots \\ c_\ell^{(g)} \otimes a_\ell^{(g)} \end{pmatrix},$$  

(3)

The multi-group structure applies to an fMRI study where the subjects are from $g$ groups and $y_k = [y_{\ell}^{(1)} \ldots, y_{\ell}^{(g)}]$ where $y_{\ell}^{(k)}$ is the concatenated fMRI data across subjects in group $k$. In (3), $c_\ell^{(k)} (k=1, \ldots, g)$ is the $T \times 1$ vector containing the group time courses associated with the $\ell$th IC for group $k$ and $c_\ell^{(k)}$ is the $N_k \times 1$ subject loading vector for group $k$. The multi-group structure is an extension of the single-group structure which assumes similar response within a group but allows heterogeneous responses between groups.

c. subject-specific structure

$$m_\ell = [a_{1\ell}, \ldots, a_{N\ell}];$$  

(4)

where $a_i (i = 1, \ldots, N)$ is $T \times 1$ vector representing the temporal response of the $\ell$th source signal for subject $i$. This structure allows subject-specific temporal response patterns and hence is the most flexible structure. This structure is suitable for
signals with high heterogeneity across subjects, such as signals unrelated to task activations or signals observed in resting-state studies.

d. Task-specific group structure

In structure (d), we consider the effects of experimental tasks on the between-subjects variability. During an fMRI study, the experimental paradigm is often composed of intervals that are associated with different types or levels of tasks. For examples, the experimental paradigm is often composed of task-on and task-off periods where subjects are exposed to an experimental stimulus or asked to perform tasks during the task-on periods and disengaged from the stimulus or the tasks during the task-off periods. Source signals may demonstrate varying group structures depending on the type or level of the task. Exploratory analysis have found that brain functional networks tend to have more homogenous temporal response patterns across subjects when they are engaging in the experimental task as compared to the resting period. Hence, we propose a task-specific group structure. Suppose the experimental paradigm consists of \( J \) different types or levels of tasks. Let \( j = 1, \ldots, J \) represent the subset of time points for the \( j \)th task, with 

\[
| \tau_j | = T_j \text{ and } \sum_{j=1}^{J} T_j = T.
\]

A task-specific group structure for the \( h \)th IC can be written as,

\[
m_{\ell,h} = \left[ L_1 \otimes L \cdot I \otimes L \right] \begin{pmatrix} m_{\ell,1} \\ \vdots \\ m_{\ell,J} \end{pmatrix},
\]

where \( L_j \) is a \( T \times T_j \) incidence matrix where the \((t_1, t_2)\)th element of \( L_j \) is 1 if the \( t_1 \)th time point in the study period is associated with the \( j \)th task and corresponds to the \( t_2 \)th ordered time point in \( \tau \). \( m_{\ell,j} \) is the \( NT_j \times 1 \) group mixing subvector for the \( h \)th source signal during the \( j \)th task. For example, for a task-related source signal, we can specify the single-group structure for the task-on periods and specify the subject-specific structure for task-off periods.

3. Estimation

3.1 Maximum likelihood estimation

ICA models are often estimated by maximizing statistical independence of the extracted ICs which depends on expressing the source signals as the product of observed data and the unmixing matrix by inverting the ICA model. These algorithms were developed for the classical noise-free ICA and are not appropriate for probabilistic ICA models which are no longer directly invertable due to the presence of the additive noise. We propose to estimate the proposed group probabilistic ICA models using a maximum likelihood (ML) approach. Comparing to alternative approaches, the ML method can be readily extended for probabilistic ICA models and can also provide a convenient framework for statistical inference and model comparisons in ICA. In previous work, ML estimation has mainly been applied for single-subject ICA (Hyvärinen, 1998; Moulines et al., 1997). Here, we extend the ML method for multi-subject fMRI data.

We construct the likelihood function based on a data augmentation scheme where unobserved spatial source signals are treated as latent data. Following Guo and Pagnoni (2008), we specify a mixture of Gaussian distribution as our source distribution model, on the rationale that sources signals in functional brain images are generally attributed to a small percentage of voxels of the brain whereas most brain areas exhibit background
fluctuations. The mixture of Gaussian is well suited to model such mixed patterns by employing different Gaussian components to capture the distribution of the small proportion of activated voxels and the distribution of the majority of the brain areas that are not strongly related to the signal. Denote $s_v^\ell$ as the spatial source signal for the $\ell$th ($\ell=1, \ldots, q$) IC at voxel $v$. The pdf of $s_v^\ell$ based on a mixture of Gaussian distribution is,

$$f(s_v^\ell; \phi_\ell) = \sum_{j=1}^m \pi_\ell^j \psi(s_v^\ell; \mu_j^\ell, \sigma_j^2).$$

where $m$ is the number of Gaussian density components in the mixture, $\psi(s_v^\ell; \mu_j^\ell, \sigma_j^2)$ is the Gaussian density function with mean $\mu_j^\ell$ and variance $\sigma_j^2$, $\pi_\ell^j$ is the proportion of the $j$th Gaussian density. $\phi_\ell = \{\pi_\ell^j, \mu_j^\ell, \sigma_j^2\}$ represents the parameters associated with the mixture of Gaussian distribution for the $\ell$th IC. Our experiments and previous work (Beckmann and Smith, 2004) suggest that a mixture of two to three Gaussian components are usually appropriate to capture the distribution of the spatial signals, because observed fMRI signals across the brain are generally composed of background noise, negative or positive BOLD effects. In the mixture of Gaussian, the different Gaussian components correspond to the hidden states of either activated/deactivated neural responses or background fluctuation in the brain. We define a latent class variable to represent the hidden state. Let $z_v^\ell$ represent the source state for the $\ell$th ($\ell=1, \ldots, q$) IC at voxel $v$ where $z_v^\ell$ takes value in $[1, \ldots, m]$ with probability $p(z_v^\ell=j)=\pi_\ell^j$ ($1 \leq j \leq m$) and that $z_v=(z_1^v, \ldots, z_q^v)'$. Conditional on $z_v$, we have $p(s_v^\ell|z_v^\ell=j)=\psi(s_v^\ell; \mu_j^\ell, \sigma_j^2)$.

Based on the ICA model (1) and the source distribution model, the complete log-likelihood is as follows,

$$\log p(Y, S, Z; \theta) = \sum_{v=1}^V \left[ \ln \Psi(y_v; M s_v, I_n \otimes \sum_v) + \ln \Psi(s_v; \mu_{z_v}, \Gamma_{z_v}) + \sum_{\ell=1}^q \ln \pi_\ell^{z_v} \right], \quad (7)$$

where $Y = \{y_v\}$, $S = \{s_v\}$ and $Z = \{z_v\}$, $\theta = \{M, \{\Sigma_v\}, \phi\}$ with $\phi = \{\phi_1, \ldots, \phi_q\}'$, $\Psi$ is the pdf for a multivariate Gaussian distribution, $\mu_{z_v} = [\mu_{1z_v}, \ldots, \mu_{qz_v}]'$ and $\Gamma_{z_v}\text{=diag}(\sigma_{1z_v}^2, \ldots, \sigma_{qz_v}^2)$.

### 3.2 The exact EM algorithm

The parameters $\theta$ of our group ICA model are estimated by maximizing the marginal log-likelihood $L(\theta; Y)$. We consider the EM algorithm to find the ML estimates. We first derive an exact EM which provides explicit E-step and M-step.

#### 3.2.1 The E-step and M-step for the exact EM algorithm—At the E-step, we find the expectation of the complete log-likelihood function by integrating over the conditional distribution $p(s, z|y, \hat{\theta})$. We obtain the joint conditional distribution by deriving the conditional distributions $p(s_v^\ell|z_v^\ell, y_v, \theta)$ and $p(z_v^\ell|y_v, \theta)$. From the source distribution model (6) and the Gaussian likelihood (1), we can show that

$$p(s_v^\ell|z_v^\ell = z^{(v)}, y_v, \theta) = \Psi(s_v^\ell; \alpha_z^{(v)}, \Omega_z^{(v)}),$$

$$p(z_v^\ell|y_v, \theta) = \pi_\ell^{z_v} \prod_{\ell'=1}^q \Psi(s_v^{\ell'}, \mu_{z_v^{\ell'}}, \sigma_{z_v^{\ell'}}).$$
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where \(z^{(r)} = [z_1^{(r)}, \ldots, z_q^{(r)}] \) is a realization of the latent state vector \(z \ (r = 1, \ldots, m^q)\) and

\[
\Omega^{(r)} = \left[ M (I_N \otimes \sum_{r=1}^{m^q} I^{(r)} \otimes I_N) \right]^{-1},
\]

(9)

\[
a^{(r)}_{v} = \Omega^{(r)} \left[ M (I_N \otimes \sum_{r=1}^{m^q} I^{(r)} \otimes \mu^{(r)}) \right],
\]

(10)

where \(I^{(r)} = \text{diag}(\sigma^2_{1^{(r)}}, \ldots, \sigma^2_{q^{(r)}})\) and \(\mu^{(r)} = [\mu_{1^{(r)}}, \ldots, \mu_{q^{(r)}}] \).

To derive \(p(z_v | y_v, \theta)\), we note that \(y_v \mid z_v\) follows a multivariate Gaussian distribution after integrating over the source signals. Then, using Bayes’s theorem, we can show that,

\[
p[z_v = z^{(r)} | y_v, \theta] = \frac{8^{(r)} / \sum_{r=1}^{m^q} 8^{(r)}}{\sum_{r=1}^{m^q} 8^{(r)}},
\]

(11)

with \(8^{(r)} = \left[ \prod_{i=1}^{q} \pi_{z_i^{(r)}}(y_i ; M \mu^{(r)}); M I^{(r)} M^\top \right] \Psi(y_v ; s_v, \alpha^{(r)}_v, \Omega^{(r)}_v)\).

Combining (8) and (11), we show that,

\[
p(s_v | y_v, \theta) = \sum_{r=1}^{m^q} p_r^{(r)} \Psi(s_v ; \alpha_v^{(r)} ; \Omega_v^{(r)}),
\]

(12)

with \(p_r^{(r)} = p[z_v = z^{(r)} | y_v, \theta]\).

Based on the conditional distributions, the expectation of the complete log-likelihood function can be obtained as follows,

\[
Q(\theta | \theta^{(k)}) = E_{s, z, y, \alpha_v, \Omega_v} \left[ \ln p(Y, S, Z, \theta) \right] = Q_1(\theta | \theta^{(k)}) + Q_2(\theta | \theta^{(k)}) + Q_3(\theta | \theta^{(k)})
\]

(13)

with

\[
Q_1(\theta | \theta^{(k)}) = \sum_{i=1}^{V} E_{s_i, z_i, y_i, \alpha_v, \Omega_v} \left[ \ln \Psi(y_i ; M s_i, I_N \otimes \sum_{r=1}^{m^q} I^{(r)} \otimes I_N) \right],
\]

\[
Q_2(\theta | \theta^{(k)}) = \sum_{i=1}^{V} E_{s_i, z_i, y_i, \alpha_v, \Omega_v} \left[ \ln \Psi(s_i ; \mu_{z_i}, \Gamma_{z_i}) \right],
\]

and

\[
Q_3(\theta | \theta^{(k)}) = \sum_{i=1}^{V} E_{s_i, z_i, y_i, \alpha_v, \Omega_v} \left[ \sum_{r=1}^{m^q} \ln \pi_{z_i^{(r)}} \right].
\]

For detailed definition of functions \(Q_1, Q_2,\) and \(Q_3,\) please refer to equations (2),(3) and (4) in Section A.1 of Web Appendix A. The E-step then has an explicit form by applying conditional distributions (8), (11) and (12) to evaluate the expectation function in (13).

For the M-step, the EM algorithm obtains the updated estimates by maximizing \(Q(\theta | \theta^{(k)})\) w.r.t. \(\theta.\) We show in Section A.2 of Web Appendix A that we can derive explicit noniterative solutions for all the parameters. More specifically, the updated estimates for the group mixing matrix and the noise variance-covariance matrix is,
where \( \widetilde{A}_i^{(k+1)} \) is the submatrix in \( \widetilde{M}^{(k+1)} \) that corresponds to the \( i \)th subject. Under the common assumption \( \Sigma_v = \sigma^2 I \), we have that,

\[
\overline{\tau}^{(k+1)} = \frac{1}{TVN} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left[ y_i y_i' - 2y_i \widetilde{M}^{(k+1)} E(s_i|y_i, \bar{\theta}^{(k)}) + tr[\widetilde{M}^{(k+1)} \widetilde{M}^{(k+1)'(k)} E(s_i|y_i, \bar{\theta}^{(k)})] \right].
\]

We can also derive the following explicit estimation for the parameters of the mixture of Gaussian source distribution model,

\[
\begin{align*}
\overline{\tau}^{(k+1)} &= \frac{1}{V} \sum_{i=1}^{V} p(z_{l_j} = j|y_i, \bar{\theta}^{(k)}) \\
\hat{p}_{l_j}^{(k+1)} &= \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{V} \left[ p(z_{l_j} = j|y_i, \bar{\theta}^{(k)}) E(s_i|z_{l_j} = j, y_i, \bar{\theta}^{(k)}) \right]}{\sum_{i=1}^{V} p(z_{l_j} = j|y_i, \bar{\theta}^{(k)})} \\
\overline{\tau}^{(k+1)} &= \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{V} \left[ p(z_{l_j} = j|y_i, \bar{\theta}^{(k)}) E(s_i^2|z_{l_j} = j, y_i, \bar{\theta}^{(k)}) \right]}{\sum_{i=1}^{V} p(z_{l_j} = j|y_i, \bar{\theta}^{(k)})} - \left( \hat{p}_{l_j}^{(k+1)} \right)^2.
\end{align*}
\]

The conditional moments of the source signals and the conditional probabilities of the latent states in (17)–(19) are evaluated based on the conditional distributions (8), (11) and (12).

3.2.2 The algorithm for the exact EM—The steps for the proposed exact E-M algorithm are summarized in the following:

**Step 1**
Start with initial parameter values \( \bar{\theta}^{(0)} = (\widetilde{M}^{(0)}, \{ \sum_i^{(0)} \}, \phi^{(0)} ) \), which could be estimated based on results from existing group ICA software.

**Step 2**
E-step: compute the conditional expectation function \( Q(\hat{\theta}^{(k)}) \) based on the conditional distributions (8), (11) and (12).

**Step 3**
Modified M-step:

3A updating parameter estimates \( \hat{\theta}^{(k+1)} = \text{argmax}_{\theta} Q(\theta|\hat{\theta}^{(k)}) \) using solutions (14)–(19).

3B project \( \widetilde{M}_{l}^{(k+1)} \) onto the space \( \Upsilon_l \) specified by the model structure \( (l = 1, \ldots, q) \).
Step 4 Iterate between steps 2–3 until convergence.

Compared to standard EM, the proposed EM has the additional Step 3B in the M-step to project \( \hat{m}_t^{(k+1)} \) (\( t = 1, \ldots, q \)) onto the subspace of the specified model structure. We now provide the detailed procedure for Step 3B. We illustrate the procedure using the single-group structure. Using similar methods, we can project onto subspaces specified by other model structures. With the single-group structure, we can find

\[
\hat{m}_t^{(k+1)} = \arg\min_{m \in \mathcal{T}_t} \| \hat{m}_t^{(k+1)} - m_t \|
\]

(20)

3.2.3 Data dimension reduction and whitening—ICA usually incorporates several preprocessing steps including centering, dimension reduction and whitening in order to reduce the complexity for the subsequent ICA decomposition. In Guo and Pagnoni (2008), we introduced a two-stage dimension reduction and whitening procedure for group ICA of multi-subject fMRI data. Guo and Pagnoni(2008) have shown that the two-stage dimension reduction and whitening is equivalent to multiplying the original group fMRI data with a linear transformation matrix. Therefore, the estimation of the group ICA model can be performed using the proposed exact EM algorithm with slight modifications. Specifically, in step 3A, the update parameter estimates are obtained on the reduced dimension; in step 3B, we first transform the estimated mixing matrix back to the original scale and then project the reconstructed mixing matrix onto the space specified by the group structure.

3.2.4 Spatial maps for the estimated source signals—After we obtain the parameter estimates \( \hat{\theta} \), we can estimate the spatial source signals and their variability based on their conditional distribution (12), i.e.

\[
\hat{s}_i = E(s_i | y_i, \hat{\theta}) = \sum_{r=1}^{m_0} \hat{\alpha}_r^{(i)} \hat{\alpha}_r^{(i)'} , \text{ and } \text{var} (s_i | y_i, \hat{\theta}) = \sum_{r=1}^{m_0} \hat{\alpha}_r^{(i)} (\hat{\Omega}_r^{(i)} + \hat{\alpha}_r^{(i)} \hat{\alpha}_r^{(i)'}) - \hat{s}_i \hat{s}_i'.
\]
In fMRI analysis, researchers are often interested in thresholded IC maps to identify “significantly active” voxels associated with each source signals. With the mixture of Gaussian source distribution, the activation of a voxel can be readily evaluated by the probability for the voxel to belong to the Gaussian component representing activation, which is the component with the estimated mean far away from zero (Guo and Pagnoni, 2008). That is, the probability of activation at voxel \( v \) in the \( \ell \)th signal is estimated as,
\[
p(\tilde{z}_v = j | y, \hat{\theta}) = \sum_{i \in \{\tau_{v}^{(r)} = j\}} \tilde{p}_v^{(r)},
\]
where the \( j \)th Gaussian component models the activation of interest in a signal. One can then label a voxel as significantly activated if the conditional probability exceeds a pre-specified threshold.

### 3.3 The variational approximation EM algorithm

#### 3.3.1 The E-step and M-step for the variational EM algorithm—
The exact EM algorithm has the advantage of providing a closed form for the E-step and explicit solutions for the M-step. However, this exact estimation becomes computational expensive when the number of ICs increases. To address this issue, we consider an approximation EM algorithm for estimating group ICA models with large number of sources. We note that the main cause for the slow computation of the exact EM algorithm is due to the co-dependence among the source signals when conditioning on the observed fMRI data. That is, the following conditional distribution
\[
\pi(s_v, z_v = z^{(r)} | y, \hat{\theta}) = \psi(s_v, \alpha_v^{(r)}, \Omega_v^{(r)}).
\]

is no longer factorizable across the source signals. Hence, estimation of the parameters of one source signal involves summing across all possible states of all other \( q - 1 \) sources in (17)–(19). To circumvent this time-consuming step, we propose to evaluate the conditional expectation of the log-likelihood function in (13) based on a factorized approximate conditional distribution,

\[
\tilde{p}(s_v, z_v = z^{(r)} | y, \hat{\theta}) = \prod_{\ell=1}^{q} \tilde{\pi}_{v}^{(\ell)}, f_{\tilde{s}_v}(\tilde{s}_v),
\]

where \( f_{\tilde{s}_v} \) is a probability function for \( s_{v}^{(\ell)}, \) is a probability function for the latent state \( z_v \) which satisfies \( \sum_{j \in \mathcal{J}_{\ell}} \tilde{\pi}_{j, v} = 1 \) for \( \ell = 1, \ldots, q \) and \( v = 1, \ldots, V. \) The functional form of \( f_{\tilde{s}_v} \) is chosen to minimize the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence between the factorized approximation (22) and the true conditional distribution (21). By setting the functional derivative of the KL(p||\( \tilde{p} \)) with respective to \( f_{\tilde{s}_v} \) equal to zero (Csató et al., 2000), we can show that the optimal choice of \( f_{\tilde{s}_v} \) is a Gaussian distribution function. Therefore, the optimal factorized approximation has the following form,

\[
\tilde{p}(s_v, z_v = z^{(r)} | y, \hat{\theta}) = \prod_{\ell=1}^{q} \tilde{\pi}_{v}^{(\ell)}, \psi(s_v, \tilde{\mu}_v^{(\ell)}, \tilde{\sigma}_v^{2}, \phi_v^{2}),
\]

with \( \phi = [\tilde{\pi}_{j, v}, \tilde{\mu}_v, \tilde{\sigma}_v^2] \) are the new parameters associated with the factorized approximation distribution. From (23), we note that the marginal approximation conditional distribution for the source signal is still a mixture of Gaussian distribution where each Gaussian component has a diagonal variance-covariance matrix.
The parameters we need to estimate now is $\varphi = \{ \theta, \tilde{\phi} \}$. The estimation is performed by iteratively updating $\theta$ and $\tilde{\phi}$. The estimates of $\theta$ are obtained by maximizing the conditional expectation of the log-likelihood function evaluated based on the factorized conditional distribution $p(x, z | y, \tilde{\phi})$. Then, we estimate $\tilde{\phi}$ by minimizing the KL distance between the approximation and the exact conditional distributions. The derivations for $\tilde{\phi}$ are provided in Web Appendix B. We can show estimates for the variance parameters in the factorized conditional distribution have the following explicit form,

$$
\tilde{\sigma}^2_{(j)} = \left( B_{(j)} + \frac{1}{\sigma^2_{(j)}} \right)^{-1},
$$

(24)

with $B = M'(I_n \otimes \sum_i^{-1})M$.

The estimation of the mean $\{\tilde{\mu}_{(j)}\}$ and the proportion parameters $\{\tilde{\pi}_{(j)}\}$ are co-dependent. The mean parameters $\{\tilde{\mu}_{(j)}\}$ can be estimated through the web equation (16) in Web Appendix B, which involves $\{\tilde{\pi}_{(j)}\}$. The proportion parameters $\tilde{\pi}_{(j)}$ are estimated as,

$$
\tilde{\pi}_{(j)} = \frac{\gamma_{(j)}}{\sum_{j=1}^m \gamma_{(j)}} \exp \left( \frac{1}{2} \left[ \frac{\sigma^2_{(j)} - \sigma^2_{(j)} \ln \sigma^2_{(j)}}{\sigma^2_{(j)}} \right] \right),
$$

(25)

Therefore, the estimates for $\{\tilde{\mu}_{(j)}\}$ and $\{\tilde{\pi}_{(j)}\}$ are obtained by iterating the web equation (16) in Web Appendix B and (25) until convergence, which can be achieved after a few iterations.

Guo and Pagnoni (2008) has previously developed an approximation EM based on Taylor series expansion. Compared to the Taylor-series EM, the variational EM has the following advantages: the optimal factorized approximation in the E-step of the variational EM provides an expectation function with much simpler form and is analytically closer to the exact expectation; the M-step of the variational EM provides explicit forms and is computationally more efficient and stabler than that of the Taylor-series EM.

### 3.3.2 The algorithm for the variational approximation EM

**Step 1** Start with initial parameter values $\hat{\varphi}^{(0)} = \{ \hat{\theta}^{(0)}, \hat{\phi}^{(0)} \}$.

**Step 2** E-step: compute the conditional expectation function $\mathcal{Q}^{(k)}(\theta | \hat{\varphi}^{(k)})$ based on the factorized conditional distribution, i.e. $\mathcal{Q}^{(k)}(\theta | \hat{\varphi}^{(k)}) = E_{\hat{p}(s, z | y, \tilde{\phi})} \left[ \ln p(Y, S, Z; \theta) \right]$.

**Step 3** Modified M-step:

3A update parameter estimates for $\varphi = \{ \theta, \tilde{\phi} \}$

(3A.1) obtain $\hat{\theta}^{(k+1)}$ s.t. $\hat{\theta}^{(k+1)} = \arg\max_{\theta} \mathcal{Q}(\theta | \hat{\varphi}^{(k)})$.

Specifically, $\hat{\theta}^{(k+1)}$ is obtained by evaluating solutions (14)–(19) based on $\hat{p}(s, z | y, \tilde{\phi}^{(k)})$.

(3A.2) obtain $\tilde{\phi}^{(k+1)}$ s.t.

$$
\tilde{\phi}^{(k+1)} = \arg\min_{\tilde{\phi}} KL[ \hat{p}(s, z | y, \tilde{\phi}) \| p(s, z | y, \tilde{\phi}^{(k+1)}) ]
$$


Specifically, $\hat{\rho}^{(k+1)}$ is obtained through solutions (24), web equation (16) in Web Appendix B and (25).

project $\hat{m}_{t}^{(k+1)}$ onto the space $\Upsilon_{t}$ specified by the model structure $(t = 1, ..., q)$:

**Step 4** Iterate between steps 2–3 until convergence.

## 4. Simulation Studies

We conducted two simulation studies to evaluate the performance of the proposed group probabilistic ICA model and its estimation methods. The simulation results were obtained using in-house MATLAB scripts developed by the author. In the first simulation study, we compared the performance of the proposed group ICA method and the existing probabilistic ICA method, the tensor PICA approach (Beckmann and Smith, 2005). We generated fMRI data for 9 subjects with three underlying source signals. We considered three simulation cases with different group structures which represent various types of source signals. Please refer to Section C.1 of Web Appendix C for detailed information regarding the simulation of the source signals.

With the simulated data, we fitted the proposed group probabilistic ICA model with the exact EM algorithm and the tensor PICA model with the algorithm in Beckmann and Smith (2005). Following previous work (Beckmann and Smith, 2005; Guo and Pagnoni, 2008), the accuracy of the model estimation was assessed by calculating the correlations between the true and estimated spatial maps and time courses. Since ICA recovery is permutation invariant, each estimated IC is matched with the original source with which it has the highest spatial correlation. Table 1 shows the proposed method provides more accurate estimation of the source signals in both the spatial and temporal domains than the tensor PICA in all simulation cases. The proposed model can accurately estimate source signals with different types of between-subjects heterogeneity, while the tensor PICA only provides accurate estimates for signals generated from the single-group structure. The estimates based on the proposed method are also less variable than those from tensor PICA, which is reflected by the lower standard deviation of the spatial and temporal correlations. For detailed discussion of the simulation results, please refer to Section C.2 of Web Appendix C.

In the second simulation study, we compared the performance of the exact EM algorithm and the variational approximation EM. We generated fMRI data for 9 subjects and considered three model sizes with the number of source signals of $q = 5, 8, \text{and} 10$. Signals were generated from two simulation cases (Table 2). We then fit the proposed ICA model using both the exact EM and the variational EM. Results from Table 2 show that the accuracy of the variational EM is fairly comparable to that of the exact EM in both the spatial and temporal domains. The standard deviations for the spatial and temporal correlations are slightly higher for the variational EM indicating the estimates from the approximation algorithm are a bit more variable than those from the exact EM. The exact EM converged for all the 200 simulation runs while the variational EM converged in 91%–99.5% runs. The major advantage of the variational EM is that it is much faster than the exact EM. The variational EM’s computational advantage becomes more significant with the increase of the number of source signals. For $q = 10$, the variational EM only used 2%–3% computation time of the exact EM. We also compared the results between the variational EM and the the Taylor-series approximation EM by Guo and Pagnoni (2008) and found the variational EM provides more accurate estimates, is computationally faster and also has higher convergence rate.
5. An fMRI data example

We apply the proposed method to real fMRI data from a study on the neurobiological correlates of Zen meditation (Guo and Pagnoni, 2008). The practice of Zen meditation is traditionally considered as conducive to a mental state of reduced conceptual processing while full awareness is retained. We hypothesize that habitual meditators would exhibit an enhanced capacity to voluntarily moderate intensity and duration of the automatic conceptual processing kindled by external stimuli. The study recruited 12 Zen meditators and 12 matched controls. A lexical decision paradigm was used in which word and nonword items were presented visually on a screen and subjects were asked to respond whether the item was a real English word by pushing a button-box with their left hand. Subjects were instructed to use the awareness of their breathing throughout the session as a reference point to monitor and counteract attentional lapses. Hence, there are two experimental conditions during the scanning: an ongoing meditative baseline condition and a phasic perturbation of this baseline by visual stimuli. Under our hypothesis, we would expect differential temporal patterns of neural responses to the experimental stimuli between meditators and non-meditators, especially under meditative condition. For details regarding the experimental task, the collection and preprocessing of the fMRI data, please refer to Web Appendix D.

We performed the two-stage data dimension reduction and whitening procedure on the Zen meditation data prior to the ICA analysis (Web Appendix D). Based on Laplace approximation (Beckmann and Smith, 2004), 14 ICs were appropriate. The ICs were then estimated using the maximum likelihood method via the proposed exact EM algorithm. By examining the spatial distribution of the 14 ICs, we identified two components of particular interest on the basis of the putative neural systems involved in meditation and the execution of the experimental task. The first component represents the task-related network that is related to the performance of the lexical decision task. The second component represents the attentional network which was selected for the central role of attentional control. We specified the multi-group structure for these two components to extract group-specific temporal responses for comparisons between meditators and controls. For other ICs that are not temporally registered to the task, we specified the subject-specific structure. Spatial maps showing activated brain regions in the two components of interest are presented in Figure 1 where voxels with an estimated conditional probability of activation exceeding 0.95 are labeled active. The task-related network includes the supplementary motor area (SMA), the hand region of the right sensorimotor cortex contralateral to the (left) hand that was pressing the button box, and the visual cortex which is activated by the presentation of the visual word and nonword stimuli. The attentional network is a fronto-parietal system including the bilateral intraparietal sulcus and the supplementary eye fields, which is consistent with the general architecture of attentional function.

We display in Figure 2 the group-specific temporal responses for the two networks. Some summary statistics of the temporal responses are presented in Table 3. We distinguish between the task active state (task-on) when word and nonword stimuli were presented and the meditative state (task-off). During the task-on periods, the responses of the task-related network are highly correlated with the task time series for both groups of subjects (Table 3). For the attentional network, the responses of the meditators is much more co-registered to the task time series than the controls, indicating the meditators has better attentional focus during the task than controls. We also compare the variability of the temporal responses between task active state and meditative state (Table 3). We find that for the attentional network the two groups have different kinds of changes when shifting from task-on state to meditative state. The controls demonstrated similar level of activity between these two states. In comparison, the meditators’ attentional network became much more stabilized during the meditative state with lower variability (Table 3). Results from both Table 3 and
Figure 2 show that the responses of the attentional network during the task-off periods is much more regularized for the meditators as compared to controls. A permutation test can be applied to draw a formal statistical conclusion about the significance of the difference between the two groups. Our finding provides supporting evidence for the study hypothesis that meditators can better regularize their conceptual processing during meditative state.

We also fit the same group probabilistic ICA model using the variational EM which resulted in 99.5% reduction in the computation time as compared to the exact EM. We then compared the results from the two algorithms. In the spatial domain, the correlation between the estimated spatial maps based on the two algorithms is 0.950 for the task-related network and 0.913 for the attentional network. Web Figure 3 displays the thresholded spatial maps for the networks based on the variational EM. Compared to Figure 1, we can see the estimated networks included the same brain regions as those by the exact EM, with only slight difference in the size of the activated area in a few regions. The estimated temporal dynamics are also very similar between the two algorithms (Figure 2 and Web Figure 4). Specifically, the correlations between the estimated time courses based on the two algorithms are 0.943 and 0.980 for controls and meditators in the task-related network and 0.963 and 0.932 for controls and meditators in the attentional network (Web Figure 4).

6. Discussion

We have presented a general probabilistic framework for group ICA analysis of multi-subject fMRI data. Our proposed group ICA model takes a probabilistic approach which is able to provide formal statistical inference for estimated source signals. Compared to the classic noiseless ICA, the probabilistic ICA is more difficult to estimate due to the presence of the noise term. Previous group probabilistic ICA method, the tensor PICA, essentially takes a similar estimation approach as the noiseless ICA by expressing the source signal as the product of the unmixing matrix and whitened observations. In this paper, we propose a maximum likelihood method that provides a formal estimation framework for probabilistic ICA models. The likelihood-based framework will also allow us to perform model comparisons between various group structures using likelihood ratio tests (Guo and Pagnoni, 2008).

Our proposed group ICA model assumes signal-specific and task-specific group structures to provide better fit for fMRI signals related to difference sources and experimental tasks. To select a suitable group structure for each IC, we first obtain information on the biological and neural properties of the underlying source signal based on the characteristics of the spatial distribution and temporal dynamics of the IC. Then, an appropriate group structure can be specified accordingly. One can also consider incorporating experimental paradigm information in specifying the group mixing processes to improve the robustness of the ICA in the presence of noise signals including artifactual or physiologic noise.

A challenge in performing multivariate analysis such as ICA in fMRI studies is how to flexibly modeling HRF that can vary spatially and between subjects. Our proposed ICA model can accommodate different HRF across subjects by applying the subject-specific structure. Spatially constant HRF is assumed in the proposed model as in most current ICA methods since modeling spatially varying HRF functions in ICA still remains an open research topic.

We develop two EM algorithms to obtain ML estimates for the proposed group ICA model. The exact EM provides explicit E-step and M-step and has high convergence rate. To provide a more practical algorithm for ICA models with moderate to large number of components, we propose the variational approximation EM which demonstrates comparable accuracy to the exact EM but requires significantly less computation time. When developing
statistical methods for neuroimaging studies, computational efficiency is an important issue to consider due to the enormous amount of data involved. Developing a fast and accurate approximation method provides a feasible solution to many scenarios where the exact method is computationally too costly.
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Figure 1.
Thresholded activation maps based on the exact EM algorithm for two selected independent components from the Zen meditation fMRI data. Voxels with a conditional probability of activation exceeding 0.95 are labeled active. The two components correspond to the task-related network and the attentional network. For each component, images are shown from coronal, sagittal and axial views. This figure appears in color in the electronic version of this article.
Figure 2.
Estimated temporal responses based on the exact EM algorithm for the task-related network and the attentional network for the Zen meditation fMRI data. The dashed lines correspond to the estimated temporal responses for the meditation group; the dotted lines correspond to the control group and the solid line in the task-on figures is the task time series convolved with the HRF function. The figures on the left represent responses during task-on periods and the figures on the right represent the responses during task-off periods under the meditative state.
Simulation study for comparison between the proposed group probabilistic ICA method and the tensor PICA based on 200 runs. The proposal ICA model is estimated using the exact EM algorithm. Data were simulated for 9 subjects with three underlying source signals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Spatial correlations Mean(SD)</th>
<th>Temporal correlations Mean(SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The proposed group PICA model</td>
<td>Tensor PICA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IC1</td>
<td>IC2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case A</td>
<td>0.995 (0.002)</td>
<td>0.994 (0.003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case B</td>
<td>0.995 (0.002)</td>
<td>0.995 (0.003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case C</td>
<td>0.995 (0.002)</td>
<td>0.994 (0.003)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. In Case A, the single-group structure is specified for each IC; in CASE B, the subject-specific structure is specified for each IC, in CASE C, IC1 has the single-group structure, IC2 has the multi-group structure and IC3 has the subject-specific structure.

2. For the proposed model, we specified the subject-specific structure for Case A-B and signal-specific structure for Case C.
Table 2
Simulation study for comparison between the exact EM algorithm and the variational EM based on 200 runs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>q</th>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Spatial correlations Mean(SD)</th>
<th>Temporal correlations Mean(SD)</th>
<th>Computing Time (Sec.)</th>
<th>Convergence (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Exact EM</td>
<td>Variational EM</td>
<td>Exact EM</td>
<td>Variational EM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>0.991 (0.002)</td>
<td>0.990 (0.003)</td>
<td>0.970 (0.004)</td>
<td>0.969 (0.005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>0.994 (0.002)</td>
<td>0.994 (0.002)</td>
<td>0.948 (0.008)</td>
<td>0.948 (0.008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>0.990 (0.002)</td>
<td>0.989 (0.003)</td>
<td>0.965 (0.005)</td>
<td>0.963 (0.006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>0.993 (0.002)</td>
<td>0.992 (0.002)</td>
<td>0.952 (0.007)</td>
<td>0.951 (0.007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>0.988 (0.003)</td>
<td>0.987 (0.004)</td>
<td>0.961 (0.005)</td>
<td>0.958 (0.007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>0.991 (0.003)</td>
<td>0.991 (0.003)</td>
<td>0.954 (0.006)</td>
<td>0.954 (0.006)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. q is the number of independent components.
2. In Case A, the single-group structure is specified for each IC; in Case B, the subject-specific structure is specified for each IC.
3. The subject-specific group structure was specified when fitting the model.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IC</th>
<th>Subject group</th>
<th>Corr. with † the task time series</th>
<th>Standard Deviation ‡</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Task-on</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task-related network</td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>0.829</td>
<td>0.048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Meditator</td>
<td>0.855</td>
<td>0.046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attentional network</td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>0.592</td>
<td>0.045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Meditator</td>
<td>0.862</td>
<td>0.046</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

† Correlation between the estimated group-specific time course with the HRF convolved task time series.
‡ Standard deviation of the estimated group-specific time course.